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ABSTRACT

A chromosomal inversion is a mutation that occurs when the DNA of a chromosome is broken in
two places and rejoined such that the order of central genes on the chromosome is reversed. Species of
Drosophila differ in levels of chromosomal inversions across the different chromosomes of their
genomes. D. subobscura, a close relative of D. pseudoobscura, has chromosomal inversions on all of its
chromosomes. The chromosomes of Drosophila pseudoobscura also differ in their degrees of
rearrangement. The third chromosome is polymorphic for over 30 chromosomal inversions in North
American populations of D. pseudoobscura, while the other four chromosomes are monomorphic for
gene order. The mechanisms that lead to some chromosomes to be inverted or not is not clearly
understood, but it has been observed that repeat sequences are often present in inversion breakpoints, the
site of chromosomal breakage. The objective of this work is to test the hypothesis that different inverted
chromosomes have similar sets of repetitive nucleotide sequences. Multiple computer programs were
written and used to detect sequence differences and similarities between the genomes of inversion
arrangements. The resulting data shows that there were not many major differences in repeats among the
arrangements except for the sequences in Pikes Peak, which showed more divergence from the other
arrangements, suggesting differences may have accumulated in that arrangement. The highly
differentiating repeat sequences were enriched for G, C, and T bases.
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Chapter 1
Background

Chromosomal Inversions

Different Types of Chromosomal Mutations
Chromosomes can
experience a variety of mutations
that alter arrangements of genes
along the DNA sequence. These
mutations can happen in various
ways and can have many different
effects on the organism and the
organism’s fitness. These
mutations include deletions (Fig.
1A), duplications (Fig. 1B),
translocations (Fig. 1C), and
inversions(Fig. 1D, E). Deletions
occur when a piece of the
chromosome is lost from the
chromosome. Deletions can be

Figure 1: Types of Chromosomal Mutations

There are four major types of chromosomal
mutations: deletions (A), duplications (B), Translocations
(C), and inversions. There are two types of inversions:
paricentric (D) and paracentric (E).
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extremely detrimental to an organism if the lost genes produce structures or functions that are
important for survival. Heterozygous mutations, where only one chromosome carries the
deletion, i.e., haploinsufficiency, are often detrimental and sometimes lethal, while homozygous
mutations are almost always lethal. While heterozygous mutations can lead to partial loss of
function, homozygous mutations almost always lead to entire loss of function of that part of the
chromosome (Sanders and Bowman, 2015). Duplications occur when extra copies of genes are
present on a single chromosome. Duplications often have little to no effect on organisms, and
can sometimes be beneficial. Duplications can sometimes lead to increased protein products
from the gene, or even paralogs, where the duplication develops a new function different from
the original function (Ohno, 1970; Sanders and Bowman, 2015).
Translocations occur when a section of a chromosome detaches and relocates on a nonhomologous chromosome. There are multiple types of translocations: reciprocal, non-reciprocal,
and Robertsonian translocations. Reciprocal translocations involve a direct exchange between
two non-homologous chromosomes, but non-reciprocal translocations, however, involve only a
one-way movement of a chromosome fragment to a non-homologous chromosome. In
Robertsonian deletions, the short sections of two acentric chromosomes break and join together,
forming one very large and one very small chromosome. Robertsonian deletions are
“unbalanced” and result in very small and very large chromosomes. Robertsonian deletions can
be lethal or lead to issues with development (Sanders and Bowman, 2015), but they can also
account for changes in chromosomal numbers in different populations e.g., house mice
(Nachman et al., 1994).
Translocation can have many different effects on organisms and organisms’ fitness
depending on if the chromosomes segregate in a “balanced” or “unbalanced” way when dividing.
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A “balanced” translocation occurs when there is no change in amount of genetic material (Fig.
1C), while an “unbalanced” translocation occurs when there is a change, either increase or
decrease, in genetic material. Homozygotes often do not experience any fitness consequences
and it is “balanced”. With heterozygotes there are two possible results. When both of the nonhomologous chromosomes involved in the reciprocal translocation segregate to the same cell
daughter, there can be little to no effect, as it is “balanced”. The other possible result of
heterozygotes is where the non-homologous chromosomes do not segregate together. In the cells
where this happens, the cells are “unbalanced” and end up with either extra genetic material
(duplications) or loss of some genetic material (deletions), both of which result in loss of fitness
(Sanders and Bowman, 2015).
Finally, chromosomal inversions are mutation events in which the order of genes on a
chromosome is flipped. During a chromosomal inversion, two double stranded breaks are
introduced into the DNA and the segment between the breaks is rejoined in reverse order. If
breaks occur in coding regions of chromosomes, inversions can result in serious consequences to
the organism because of damage to the reading frame of the gene. However, if break occur in
non-coding areas of chromosomes, these inversions can occur and not alter major functions
(Sanders and Bowman, 2015; Kirkpatrick, 2010; Griffiths et al., 2000). Inversions were first
discovered by Sturtevant (1917) when he found a Drosophila strain from Nova Scotia that
showed reduced recombination distances between genes in genetic mapping crosses. Sturtevant
(1921) came to the conclusion that these modifiers of recombination could be chromosome
inversions when he compared the order of genes in D. melanogaster and D. simulans. He noticed
that three loci (scarlet, delta/deltoid, and peach) were not identical in their locations and order.
He stated that this could have happened due to two possible mechanisms: detachment and
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reattachment, or through an inversion event. He later determined that it was due to an inversion
event (Sturtevant, 1921; Sturtevant and Dobzhansky, 1936). The inversion of chromosomes was
confirmed by
examining polytene
chromosomes isolated
from the salivary
glands of Drosophila
(Painter, 1934).
There are two
types of inversions in
chromosomes:
pericentric and
paracentric.
Pericentric inversions
are inversions that
include the
centromere (Fig. 1D),
while paracentric
Figure 2: Paracentric and Pericentric Inversion Meiosis

Paracentric inversions result in balanced chromosomes, while
pericentric inversion result in unbalanced chromosomes. After the initial
inversion event (1), the chromosome goes through meiosis (2). During
meiosis, the centromeres of chromosomes from a pericentric inversion do
not match up correctly and result in no viable gametes. The chromosomes of
paracentric inversion meet up correctly with the help of an inversion loop
(3). The inversion loop can result in unbalanced recombinations, which
result in loss of chromosome material and small chromosomes, which can
cause defects in gametes (4).

inversions do not (Fig.
1E). Pericentric
inversions often are
uneven, as they
include the
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centromere, and can have severe consequences. These inversions result in unbalanced
chromosomes that are either larger or shorter than the original chromosome. This can lead to
lower reproductive success, if there is any reproductive success at all (Sanders and Bowman,
2015). Due to this lethal effect on reproduction, pericentric inversions are very rarely seen in
natural populations (Kirkpatrick, 2010; Ashburner et al., 1986). Paracentric inversions can also
lead to unbalanced chromosomes and carry a cost as well, as demonstrated in humans where they
can be linked with genetic syndromes or defects (Pettanati, 1995). Paracentric inversions can
sometimes interrupt a coding region of a gene that is responsible for a vital function. This can
lead to a loss of function and a high fitness cost. When these inversions occur in the non-coding
areas of chromosomes of Drosophila, there is little to no effect other than recombination
suppression in inversion heterozygotes (Sturtevant and Beadle, 1936; Kirkpatrick, 2010).
Paracentric inversions often have no effect on reproductive success in Drosophila.
Paracentric inversions in Drosophila do not produce unbalanced gametes in males
because males do not use crossing over for proper chromosomal segregation. Females do have
crossing over during meiosis, which does produce non-productive gametes (dicentric and
acentric gametes), however, only one of the parental gametes is sequestered in the oocyte rather
than either of the two non-productive gametes. As such, inversions in Drosophila serve to
suppress recombination in the chromosomes in heterozygotes (Sturtevant and Beadle, 1936). For
individuals that have one inversion and one wild type, recombination is often suppressed.
However, if the individual is homozygous for the inversion, recombination is not suppressed and
proceeds at a normal rate (Sturtevant, 1921). Generally organisms with a heterozygous
chromosome composition are more frequent and selected for in populations. The heterozygote
advantage is more pronounced in Drosophila males than females (Dobzhansky, 1943;
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Dobzhansky, 1958). This recombination suppression can sometimes be non-adaptive in areas of
the chromosome important for coding genes, as it could prevent potentially adaptive genetic
variation. Paracentric inversions can be present in the coding areas of a population’s
chromosomes, however, without the organisms completely losing recombination benefits.
According to Kirkpatrick, “Once an inversion is established in a population, recombination again
occurs at substantial rates. Thus, that region of the chromosome is not doomed to the deleterious
effects that ensue when recombination is completely and permanently shut down….” Once the
inversion becomes widespread in the population, it is normalized and it allows for recombination
to occur again. As the inversions get larger in size, they show higher rates of recombination than
the smaller inversions (Navarro et al. 1997; Kirkpatrick and Barton, 2006).

Polymorphism for Inversions and Geographic Clines
Drosophila pseudoobscura is highly polymorphic for paracentric inversions on the third
chromosome or Muller C. The polymorphisms of D. pseudoobscura show clinal variation
showing gradual changes in frequencies across its geographic distribution (Dobzhansky, 1944).
Inversions have accumulated within the species across geographic clines, and the polymorphism
can be variable due to outside factors. Wright and Dobzhansky (1946) have shown that the
arrangements of D. pseudoobscura undergo cyclic changes based upon the season. Different
arrangements have different climate optima that show regular seasonal cycling (Dobzhansky,
1943). The suppressed recombination of heterozygous paracentric inversions allows for different
inversions to spread within a local cline. This has led to clines of D. pseudoobscura across
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geographic regions of North America that have accumulated inversions (Dobzhansky, 1958;

Schaeffer, 2003).
It can be difficult to determine the exact relationship between arrangements, however.
Some arrangements only differ from one another by a single inversion, while others differ by at

Figure 3: Arrangement Frequencies of D. pseudoobscura in Different Clines

Figure of frequencies of D. pseudoobscura in each geographic cline of the American Southwest
after Schaeffer, 2008 and Anderson, 1991. The frequencies are based off of an average of population
values obtained from 1940 to 1980.
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least two and result in the hypothetical arrangement. Dobzhansky and Sturtevant experimentally
constructed the relationship between these arrangements (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Inversion Phylogeny of D. pseudoobscura Arrangements

They found that the Standard (ST) and Santa Cruz (SC) arrangements both came from the
hypothetical ancestral chromosome (HY). The Arrowhead (AR) and Pikes Peaks (PP)
arrangements both differ from the ST arrangement by one inversion. These two arrangements do
not descend from one another, though, as their inversions are overlapping. The Santa Cruz (SC)
arrangement differs from the ST arrangement by two inversions, and differs from AR and PP by
three inversions. The Cuernavaca (CU), Tree Line (TL), and Chiricahua (CH) arrangements both
differ from SC by one inversion, and from the HY arrangement by two inversions. These
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findings implied that the SC arrangement came from the HY arrangement, and that CH and CU
derived from the SC arrangement (Dobzhansky and Sturtevant, 1938).

Drosophila Chromosomes
Many researchers, including, but not limited, to T. H. Dobzhansky, A. H. Sturtevant, and
H. J. Muller, have extensively studied the chromosomes of Drosophila species. Drosophila
species often have five major chromosomes, though the chromosome configurations and gene
orders are not always consistent across species (Sturtevant and Tan, 1937; Sturtevant and
Novitski, 1941). The major chromosomes arms of Drosophila have the same genes or are
syntenic, but the order of genes is often scrambled among different species. While studying the
chromosomes of D. melanogaster, Muller suggested separating the chromosomes of Drosophila
into homologous elements on chromosome arms (Muller, 1942). He then gave each chromosome
a letter designation (A-F) to distinguish it from the others. These are called Muller elements. The
Muller elements represent the conserved syntenic genes among different species. The
chromosomes of D. pseudoobscura differ from the D. melanogaster chromosomes. The D.
pseudoobscura has five chromosomes, unlike the D. melanogaster species, which has four. D.
pseudoobscura experienced a Robertsonian translocation followed by a pericentric inversion that
joined Muller A and Muller D elements (Schaeffer et al., 2008).
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Figure 5: Muller Element Labels in D. melanogaster and D. pseudoobscura

Many organisms are not polymorphic for chromosomal rearrangements, which are likely
due to the often-deleterious or lethal effects of the mutations. Drosophila, however, have
paracentric inversions because the negative fitness effects are overcome because of the lack of
male recombination and the fact that only one product of meiosis is sequestered in the female
oocyte (Sturtevant and Beadle, 1936). The two arrangements of the X chromosome, called
Standard and “sex-ratio”, have been shown to affect the sex ratio in offspring. Males with the
“sex-ratio” arrangement produce a majority of female offspring, regardless of the female they are
mated with (Dobzhansky, 1943). Different chromosome arrangements are more common and
notable on the third chromosome, which has over thirty different arrangements within
populations. However, the other chromosomes in D. pseudoobscura are monomorphic
(Dobzhansky and Sturtevant, 1938).
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It is not clear why one chromosome is highly polymorphic and others are not. The
genome of D. pseudoobscura was analyzed by Richards et al. (2005) using syntenic blocks.
Many interspecies breakpoints between syntenic blocks of genes contain highly repetitive
sequences. It was hypothesized by Richards et al. that these highly repetitive sequences could
have an impact on the accumulation of polymorphisms and the development of different
rearrangements. However, repeats are not always present and do not seem to have a strong
correlation to rearrangements, though it can be difficult to speculate on what repeats may or may
not have been present in the past (Richards et al., 2005; Bhutkar et al., 2008). Kevin Wei noted
that satellite DNA also shows minimal recombination and highly repetitive sequences. This
suppressed recombination and unequal crossing over could lead to the repetitive sequences,
which can be difficult to identify and quantify (Wei et al., 2014).

Hypothesis
Drosophila pseudoobscura is polymorphic for over 30 inversions on the third
chromosome. These inversions are paracentric and result from a direct flip of a DNA sequence
that does not involve the centromere, and are often heterozygous inversions. Because
recombination is suppressed between different gene arrangements, it is possible for them to
accumulate different repetitive sequences. This thesis will test the hypothesis that repetitive
sequences would accumulate at the same frequencies in different strains that carry different
paracentric inversions in D. pseudoobscura.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods

D. pseudoobscura Arrangements
Strains that carry one of six different gene arrangements of D. pseudoobscura were used
in this experiment to look for arrangement-specific differences in repeat sequences. Collections
of females from nature were used to create isofemale lines (Schaeffer et al., 2003). Female
Drosophila collected in the field are generally inseminated so a single female can be used to
initiate a culture in the laboratory. Individuals that carry one of six arrangements were collected
from six locations across the Southwestern United States and Mexico (see Appendix A). A single
male was chosen from each isofemale line to create an isochromosomal strain using the balancer
chromosome method (Dobzhanksy and Queal, 1938). The forty-six population samples used
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included the following third chromosome gene arrangements: Arrowhead (AR), Pikes Peak (PP),
Standard (ST), Chiricahua (CH), Tree Line (TL), and Cuernavaca (CU).

Figure 6: Drosophila pseudoobscura Arrangement Figure Distribution Map

DNA Isolation and Sequencing
The sequences of the different gene arrangement strains were generated with next
generation short read sequencing technology. DNA was isolated and purified using QIAGEN
DNAeasy Blood and Tissue Kit according manufacturer instructions, which included RNAse
digestion. DNAs were sent to Baylor College of Medicine Human Genome Sequencing Center
for sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2000 (Stephen Richards, Baylor collaborator). The next
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generation sequences from the different gene arrangement strains were used for the following
analyses (see Appendix A).

Overview of the Repeat Analysis
The repeat sequences in the Illumina short read data files (FASTQ) were analyzed in a
three-step process. The first step in the computational pipeline screened each sequence read for
the longest consecutive high quality nucleotide sequence. The second step was to count the
number of unique n-mer sequences across all reads in the FASTQ file, where n is the length of
repeat, which varied from 2-10. The third step was to determine repeat sequences that were
over- or under-represented in a particular gene arrangement. An independent analysis of repeats
was performed using the method of Wei et al. (2014).

High Quality Sequence Finder
FASTQ files of each arrangement were used to find the highest quality read from each
arrangement. A FASTQ file contains all of the reads from a next generation sequence run. A
single read is composed of four lines, (1) read name, (2) read sequence, (3) a read continuation
line, and (4) read quality scores (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format). Each nucleotide
in the read has an associated quality score, which is a measure of the confidence or probability in
the accuracy of each nucleotide call. The quality scores are expressed as log values with a score
of 30 being 1x10-30. A Fortran program called NG Extract High Quality Sequences was used to
extract the longest consecutive nucleotide sequence where all bases had a quality score of 30 or
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greater from the FASTQ files of different strains. This program extracted and transferred this
read into a new FASTQ file for further analysis.

N-mer programs
We wrote computer code to count the numbers of all motifs in each data file. Computer
programs were developed using the Fortran programming language to analyze the reads obtained
from the High Quality Sequence Finder to count the motifs present in the data file. The programs
were created to analyze the sequences from each strain for nucleotide sequences of dimers (two
nucleotides) through ten-mers (ten nucleotides) (see Appendix B). The programs were titled as
NG X_mer Count where X is the number of nucleotides in the sequence. The dimers through
ten-mers were recorded. The results of the n-mer analyses were saved in one comma-separatedvalue format file (CSV) with the name of each arrangement. The results were examined for
differing sequences among the chromosome arrangements. The number of possible n-mers is
given by 4n , which are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Possible N-mers for the 2 to 10 Base N-mer Lengths

n-mer Length

No. Possible n-mers (4n)

2

16

3

64

4

256

5

1,024

6

4,096

7

16,384

16

8

65,536

9

262,144

10

1,048,576

Comparison of N-mers Using StandardDev Program
We determined whether particular n-mers were over- or under-represented in the
comparison of the n-mers between two gene arrangements. For a particular n-mer, we ranked the
counts of each n-mer sequence from 1 to the total number of n-mers. If the ranks of n-mers was
the same in the two gene arrangements, then a plot of the ranks of one arrangement versus the
other will be a straight line and the differences between the rank of arrangement 1 and 2 will be
zero. Significantly large differences between the ranks as determined by the residuals indicated
n-mers that had different counts between the two arrangements. The residual is defined by (dijkD)/stdev(D), where dijk is the difference in rank of the ith n-mer between arrangement j and
arrangement k, D is the average difference across all n-mers, and stdev is the standard deviation.
We asked whether the residual for a particular n-mer was greater or less than two standard
deviations from the mean number of counts over all different n-mers. A program titled
StandardDev was created to find n-mers with significant residual values for each strain (Residual
> 2 or <-2). These rankings were used to create graphs of the n-mer data across the different
pairs of gene arrangements. One gene arrangement per strain (AR, PP, ST, CH, TL, and CU) was
analyzed using these programs (see Appendix A). The results were examined for residuals with
values above 2 or below -2, which show a noticeable difference of two standard deviations from
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the mean value, and these specific results were written to a file along with the full sequence,
ranks, and the residual values.
The rank values were compared across gene arrangements using a plot to determine if
sequences were more or less frequent in differing strains. If the two sequences were exactly the
same, the expected result would be a straight diagonal line across the plot. However, if there is a
significant difference in the rank of an n-mer, then a point off the diagonal line would be visible.
In this case, the particular n-mer would have a high ranking in one arrangement while also
having a low ranking in the other arrangement.
Afterwards, the sequences were split up into sections of sequences: one section had the
first arrangement with a higher rank, and a second section that had the second arrangement with
the higher rank. The sections were taken separately and the sequences from each section were
imported into the website Seq2Logo to determine motifs for the over and under-represented
sequences in each arrangement (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/Seq2Logo/; Thomsen et al.
2012). Using the given sequences, Seq2Logo created a graph showing the frequency of each
nucleotide.

K-seek Program
A second major analysis used a package of PERL programs written by Kevin Wei of
Cornell University to detect repeat sequences that were over-represented in each of the different
arrangement libraries (Wei et al., 2014). We obtained the k-seek programs from Kevin Wei. The
package contained PERL programs titled k_finder.pl, k_counter.pl, and k_compiler.pl. The
program k_finder identified an ideal reading frame of approximately 100 bp (base pairs) and
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indexes sequence frequency results in a hash table. The results were recorded in a file with the
same name as the original FASTQ file. The program k_counter.pl “takes the inferred kmer and
word-searches the fastq read for the number of occurrences using Perl’s regular expression
capability” (Wei et al., 2014). K_counter.pl recorded the results in a new file that was named
after the original file.rep.total. The k_compiler.pl program used approximately 100 bp reads from
the .total files to estimate the total kmer quantities (Wei et al., 2014).
Due to large memory demand, access to The Pennsylvania State University’s cluster was
obtained through Biostar. The FASTQ files for each arrangement sequence were uploaded to the
profile on Biostar as well as Wei’s programs. A batch file was created to run the arrangement
FASTQ files through k_finder.pl and k_counter.pl programs in order. The k_compiler.pl
program was altered so it could be read by UNIX and was saved as k_compiler_new.pl. The
k_compiler_new.pl program was used with the .total files and the results were put in a file
output.compiled.rep.total. The results of the k_compiler_new.pl program were exported from the
Biostar system and output into Minitab for principal component analysis (PCA).
PCA is a linear transformation of the observed data into x principal components where
the first principal component is the one that represents the greatest amount of variation and the
last principal component has the least amount of variation. The eigenvectors includes the
regression coefficients for the linear transformation and the eigenvalues summarizes the amount
of variation accounted for by each principal component. PCA is a useful data reduction
technique that can remove redundant information from a data set. PCA analyzes the variation in
data to more efficiently show what values segregate to different areas and where subtle
differences may lie. We conducted a PCA within the statistical package Minitab that generated
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the data to determine the variance in the data. Eigenvectors
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and eigenvalues were generated based on both the individual strains as well as for the different
gene arrangements examined. The eigenvalues were then used to complete Principal Component
Analysis on the first two principle components and depict graphically the variation of the data
spread for both the arrangements and the sequences.
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Chapter 3
Results

Comparisons Between Arrangements
If the repeat counts are the same in two different gene arrangements, then one expects a
straight line when one plots the count ranks for a pair of gene arrangements. In general, there
was a strong linear relationship between the n-mer frequencies of the comparisons of pairs of
gene arrangements. There are cases where the repeat counts differ between strain as seen when
points that stood out from the diagonal trend. These were identified by residuals > 2 or < -2. The
information about these residuals was obtained and used to find the corresponding points on the
graph. As the number of nucleotides in the n-mers increased, more divergence from the diagonal
was observed. It is easier to see the divergence from the diagonal in the smaller n-mers and
divergences were seen at n-mers as low as 2mers, however there were very little significant
residual differences at low n-mers, if there were any at all (Table 2).
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Table 2: Number of Significant Residual Differences Across Arrangement Comparisons

This table shows the numbers of differentiating residual sequences in the comparisons between
some arrangements. The numbers of sequences that differed between arrangement comparisons were
generally similar for each n-mer, and increased as the n-mers increased. This is only some of the
arrangement residual comparisons, but they are approximately representative of the general data trend.

AR vs CH

AR vs PP

PP vs ST

PP vs TL

ST vs TL

CH vs CU

2mer

0

0

2

0

2

0

3mer

4

4

5

2

2

4

4mer

16

15

14

17

17

19

5mer

57

51

50

51

63

63

6mer

236

216

214

224

251

247

7mer

941

889

840

884

965

921

8mer

1990

1986

1856

1856

2009

2002

9mer

8088

8089

7510

7510

8264

8253

10mer

32183

32183

29829

29829

32592

32580

PP consistently showed more differences in repeats when compared to any of the other
examined arrangements. While PP did not show an overall greater number of highly
differentiating sequences (Table 2), the resulting scatter plots of the data were all spread out
away from the diagonal, unlike some of the counterparts. The PP values were often higher than
both the AR and CU values. The differences between PP and AR/CU show that PP may be
accumulating sequences at a different rate than the other arrangements.
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!

Figure 7: Plots of 8mer Pikes Peak Arrangement Comparisons

The Pikes Peak arrangement showed more divergence from the diagonal line compared to other
arrangements. Each point on the plot can be traced back to a specific data point. The colors represent
subsets of the data, which was too large to be plotted in a single group.

When compared to the AR arrangement, ST, CU, and TL matched up at almost a direct
diagonal line, with very close clusters around the trend line. There was a large divergence
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between AR and CH as well. It is interesting to note that in the 5mer data, ST and CH matched at
an exact diagonal line, with no differences between the two results. Apart from those instances,
the scatter plots of the arrangements showed similar values on both arrangements, and a straight
diagonal line trend.

Figure 8: 8mer Arrowhead and Standard plot, 5mer Standard and Chiricahua plot

The first plot (A) is a plot of AR compared to ST. This is representative of the trend of all of the
plots. The second plot (B) is unusual that it follows an exact diagonal line with no divergence. Each point
on the plot can be traced back to a specific data point. The colors in plot A represent subsets of the data,
which was too large to be plotted in a single group.

The highly differentiating sequences that were analyzed using Seq2Logo did not show a
clear consensus on any differentiating sequences between arrangements. Overall, the sequences
that had lower frequencies (higher rank values) showed a higher affinity for C nucleotides, while
the sequences that had higher frequencies (lower rank values), showed a higher affinity for G
bases. Both sequences also show a trend of T nucleotides throughout the sequences, but not at
the first nucleotide position. At n-mers with seven nucleotides or less, this was more variable and
some sequences had different frequencies for different bases. These sequences did still show a
general trend towards G bases in lower rank values and C bases in higher rank values, with T
bases in positions other than the first base. However, these n-mers had significantly less points to
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generate the frequencies from, as less sequences showed highly differentiating residuals to begin
with.

Figure 9: Sequence Analysis of AR and PP 9mers

(A) is an analysis of AR rank values higher (lower frequency) compared to PP. (B) is an analysis
of AR rank values lower (higher frequency) compared to PP. These images are approximately
representative for the analyses of all arrangements from 8mers to 10mers.

Figure 10: Sequence Analysis of AR and PP 7mers

(A) is an analysis of AR rank values higher (lower frequency) compared to PP. (B) is an analysis
of AR rank values lower (higher frequency) compared to PP. These sequences show much higher variety
in sequence compositions, but with a general trend towards selecting G and C as nucleotides. (A) shows a
departure from the consistent consensus of 8 to 10mers. (B) is more similar to the consensus from 8
through 10mers, and is approximately representative for the analyses of all arrangements from 2mers to
7mers.
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K-seek Results
The PCA results of the chosen arrangements showed that the first principal component
(PC1) represented ninety-nine percent of data variance, while the second principal component
(PC2) represented only 0.4 percent. The different arrangements did not show any major fixed
differences in the repeats, and were all located at approximately the same PC1 value with very
little PC2 variation. The arrangements that slightly differed from the PC2 origin were: AR_13,
CH_38, CH_41, TL_46, TL_47, and TL_48 at a positive value above the larger group and
CH_37, CH_40, and ST_28 at a negative value below the larger group. Although there was some
separation and variation in the data, the arrangements were spread out over the small range of
only 0.7 total for PC2. Based on this PCA, the plot for the sequences was also created. A few
sequences stood apart from the rest, but they were very small (three dimer, two trimer, and one
fourmer) sequences. The rest of the sequences were tightly grouped around the origin point of
the plot and showed little to no variance. This indicated that there were few sequences and
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arrangements that showed some variance from the group, but were not significant results to
indicate that these were being accumulated across arrangement repeats.
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Figure 11: Principle Component Analysis based on Arrangements

A PCA was also run based on the examined sequences. For this analysis, PC1 was 7.9
percent of the analysis variation, while PC2 was 5.8 percent of variation. The arrangements
showed much more variation in the PCA based on sequences compared to the PCA based on the
arrangements. The arrangements were spread out across wide ranges of both PC1 and PC2., with
many arrangements standing out on their own including AR_14, ST_32, and AR_17. The
analysis of sequences showed a large variety in PC values. The sequences were spread out into
three general areas of the PC plot, but there were no distinct clusters of sequences. This indicates
that there are no distinct sequences or arrangements that are accumulating in repeat sequences.
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AAATAT/ATATTT
AACTGGTAG/CTACCAGTT
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ACACAT/ATGTGT
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AT/AT AAT/ATT
AGGAT/ATCCT
AAAAAATAT/ATATTTTTT
AAGCGGG/CCCGCTT
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AACTAC/GTAGTT
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AATAC/GTATT
AACCCTAAT/ATTAGGGTT
ACG/CGT
ACCCGC/GCGGGT
AAAGACTCCC/GGGAGTCTTT
ACAGAGATCC/GGATCTCTGT
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Figure 12: Principle Component Analysis based on Repeat Sequences
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Chapter 4
Discussion
The analysis of the arrangement sequences showed that almost all of the arrangements
were very similar and closely followed a diagonal line, where the points on the plot matched up
almost exactly with one another. It is easier to see the divergence among arrangements from the
diagonal expectation in the smaller n-mers. Divergences were seen at all n-mers, however there
were very little significant residual differences at low n-mers, if there were any at all. The larger
n-mers had more divergence from the diagonal lines and showed more significantly different
residuals. With smaller n-mers, there is less ability to distinguish unique sequences. The longer
n-mers, which had more residuals and diverging sequences, seem to be more effective at
showing differing sequences in arrangements. Pikes Peak in particular showed more divergence
than the other arrangements, suggesting that there may be some arrangement specific differences
accumulating in the Pikes Peak strain.
It has been noted in previous studies that in noncoding areas of the genome, there is a
bias for G and T bases over their counterparts, C and A (Louie et al., 2003). The results of the
nucleotide composition analysis support this. The sequences that had lower frequencies (higher
rank values) showed a higher affinity for C nucleotides, while the sequences that had higher
frequencies (lower rank values), showed a higher affinity for G bases. Both sequences also show
a trend of T nucleotides throughout the sequences, but not at the first nucleotide position.
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Based the results of the k-seek program and principle component analysis, the results
showed no differentiation of strains based on their repeats (Figure 11) nor differentiation of
sequences based on the strains (Figure 12). While the analyses did show some variation in the
data, the results from both analyses do not match up with one another. The separated
arrangements from the PCA based on the sequences do not match up with the segregating
sequences from the PCA of arrangements. The results of analyses of the arrangements and the
sequences did not show any signs of differences that would suggest repeat sequences were
associating with unique arrangements. This is similar to results found in previous analyses of
repeat sequences in other literature, but does not support this study’s findings that sequences may
be accumulating in the Pikes Peak arrangement (Richards et al., 2005; Bhutkar et al., 2008).
These results do not provide much insight into the mechanisms behind the many
inversion polymorphisms in the D. pseudoobscura third chromosome. While the results suggest
that the Pikes Peak arrangement may be accumulating sequences at a different frequency
compared to the other arrangement, these sequences do not differ significantly from the general
consensus. The results also do not indicate any individual repeat sequences accumulating in the
arrangement populations.
Future experiments could look to see if similar motifs are present on the X chromosome
or the other, monomorphic chromosomes. Future experiments could also look to see if there are
any variations within different samples of the same arrangements.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The results obtained in this study do not provide much insight into the mechanisms
behind the many inversion polymorphisms in the D. pseudoobscura third chromosome.
Divergences were seen at all n-mers, however there were very little significant residual
differences at low n-mers, if there were any at all. The longer n-mers, which had more residuals
and diverging sequences, are to be more effective at showing differing sequences in
arrangements and allow for more selective results. Pikes Peak in particular showed more
divergence than the other arrangements, suggesting that there may be some arrangement specific
differences accumulating in the Pikes Peak strain. The results of the sequence analysis showed
that there was a general affinity for the bases G, C, and T, but no evidence for specific repeat
sequences among arrangements. While T was common throughout all of the sequences except at
the first base, the sequences that had lower frequencies (higher rank values) showed a higher
affinity for C nucleotides, while the sequences that had higher frequencies (lower rank values),
showed a higher affinity for G bases. The results of analyses of the arrangements and the
sequences did not show any signs of differences that would suggest repeat sequences were
associating with unique arrangements. While the analyses did show some variation in the data,
the results from both analyses did not match up with one another, and the results did not support
this study’s findings that sequences may be accumulating in the Pikes Peak arrangement. These
results suggest the need for more research into the subject.
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Appendix A
Drosophila pseudoobscura Arrangements
Table 3: List of Analyzed Arrangements
This table highlights the details of the chosen arrangements. Seq Name, The name of
the strain. The first two letters indicate the gene arrangement: AR, Arrowhead; PP, Pikes Peak;
ST, Standard; SC, Santa Cruz; CH, Chiricahua; TL, Tree Line; and CU, Cuernavaca. DSSC, The
Drosophila Species Stock Center identification number. Shortened Name is the name given to
each arrangement by the program for convenience.
*These arrangements were used in the StandardDev program and analysis.
Strain

Seq Name

DSSC

Locality

Date

No.

Shortened
Name

2.

AR_DM1005_L*

14011-

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

AR_02

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

AR_03

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

AR_04

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

AR_05

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

AR_06

0121.224
3.

AR_DM1015_L

140110121.225

4.

AR_DM1050_L

140110121.226

5.

AR_DM1056_L

140110121.227

6.

AR_DM1088_L

140110121.228
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7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

AR_KB635_L

AR_KB652_L

AR_KB754_L

AR_KB819_L

AR_KB820_L

AR_KB827_L

AR_KB945_L

AR_MSH126_L

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

AR_07

0121.231

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.232

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.233

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.234

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.235

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.236

AZ

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

0121.237

AZ

14011-

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

AR_14

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

AR_15

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_19

AR_08

AR_09

AR_10

AR_11

AR_12

AR_13

0121.230
15.

AR_MSH51_L

140110121.229

19.

PP_DM1038_B*

140110121.240
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20.

PP_DM1049_B

14011-

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_20

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_21

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_22

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_23

Davis Mountains, TX

1998

PP_24

James Reserve, CA

1998

PP_25

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_26

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_27

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_28

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_29

0121.241
21.

PP_DM1054_L

140110121.242

22.

PP_DM1065_L

140110121.243

23.

PP_DM1081_L

140110121.244

24.

PP_DM1084_B

140110121.245

25.

PP_JR83_B

140110121.238

26.

ST_JR138_L*

140110121.251

27.

ST_JR158_L

140110121.264

28.

ST_JR209_L

140110121.252

29.

ST_JR72_L

140110121.248
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30.

ST_JR84_B

14011-

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_30

James Reserve, CA

1998

ST_31

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

ST_32

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

ST_33

James Reserve, CA

1998

CH_36

James Reserve, CA

1998

CH_37

James Reserve, CA

1998

CH_38

James Reserve, CA

1998

CH_39

James Reserve, CA

1998

CH_40

14011-

Kaibab National Forest, 1998

CH_41

0121.253

AZ

0121.249
31.

ST_JR91_L

140110121.250

32.

ST_MSH177_B

140110121.246

33.

ST_MSH217_B

140110121.247

36.

CH_JR20_L*

140110121.256

37.

CH_JR198_B

140110121.257

38.

CH_JR272_B

140110121.258

39.

CH_JR356_B

140110121.259

40.

CH_JR377_L

140110121.260

41.

CH_KB888_L
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42.

CH_MSH202_B

14011-

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

CH_42

Mount St. Helena, CA

1998

TL_45

Santa Cruz Island, CA

2004

TL_46

2003

TL_47

2003

TL_48

2003

TL_49

2003

TL_50

2003

TL_51

2003

CU_52

2003

CU_53

0121.254
45.

TL_MSH130_L*

140110121.263

46.

TL_SCI12-2_B

140110121.265

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

TL_SPE123-2-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

3_B

0121.266

Oaxaca, Mexico

TL_SPE123-5-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

1_B

0121.267

Oaxaca, Mexico

TL_SPE123-6-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

3_B

0121.268

Oaxaca, Mexico

TL_SPE123-7-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

1_B

0121.269

Oaxaca, Mexico

TL_SPE123-8-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

1_B

0121.270

Oaxaca, Mexico

CU_SPE123-1-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

2_B*

0121.271

Oaxaca, Mexico

CU_SPE123-4-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

1_B

0121.272

Oaxaca, Mexico

36

54.

CU_SPE123-5-

14011-

San Pablo Etla,

2_B

0121.273

Oaxaca, Mexico

2003

CU_54

Appendix B
Computer Code
Computer programs were developed using the Fortran programming language to analyze
the reads obtained from the High Quality Sequence Finder to count the motifs present in the data
file. The programs were created to analyze the sequences from each strain for nucleotide
sequences of dimers (two nucleotides) through ten-mers (ten nucleotides). StandardDev was
created to find n-mers with significant residual values for each strain (Residual > 2 or <-2).

Dimer
program ngfc
implicit none
parameter(nm=16,nd=2)
integer i,j,in1,in2,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,nd,ns,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*4 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000)==0) print *,'seq = ',ns
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!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,2).eq.1) nb=nb-1
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
jn=(4*(i-1))+(j-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)
end do
end do
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
jn=(4*in1)+in2
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_02mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a2,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ngfc

Trimer
program ngtc
implicit none
parameter(nm=64,nd=3)
integer i,j,k,in1,in2,in3,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,nd,ns,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*3 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
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ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
jn=(16*(i-1))+(4*(j-1))+(k-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq.0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
jn=(16*in1)+(4*in2)+in3
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_03mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,64
write(1,'(i2,",",a3,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ngtc
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Fourmer
program ngfc
implicit none
parameter(nm=256,nd=4)
integer i,j,k,l,in1,in2,in3,in4,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,nd,ns,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*4 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
jn=(64*(i-1))+(16*(j-1))+(4*(k-1))+(l-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 ns=ns+1
read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq.0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
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in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
jn=(64*in1)+(16*in2)+(4*in3)+in4
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_04mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a4,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ngfc

Fivemer
program ng5c
implicit none
parameter(nm=1024,nd=5)
integer i,j,k,l,m,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*5 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
jn=(256*(i-1))+(64*(j-1))+(16*(k-1))+(4*(l-1))+(m-1)
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di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
jn=(256*in1)+(64*in2)+(16*in3)+(4*in4)+in5
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_05mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a5,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ng5c
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Sixmer
program ng6c
implicit none
parameter(nm=4096,nd=6)
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,in6,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*6 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
do n=1,4
jn=(1024*(i-1))+(256*(j-1))+(64*(k-1))+(16*(l-1))+(4*(m-1))+(n-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)//ab(n)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
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elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.5) then
nb=nb-5
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
in6=index('ACGT',seq(i+5))-1
jn=(1024*in1)+(256*in2)+(64*in3)+(16*in4)+(4*in5)+in6
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_06mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a6,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ng6c

Sevenmer
program ng7c
implicit none
parameter(nm=16384,nd=7)
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,o,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,in6,in7,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*7 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
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ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
do n=1,4
do o=1,4
jn=(4096*(i-1))+(1024*(j-1))+(256*(k-1))+(64*(l-1))+(16*(m-1))+(4*(n-1))+(o-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)//ab(n)//ab(o)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.5) then
nb=nb-5
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.6) then
nb=nb-6
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
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in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
in6=index('ACGT',seq(i+5))-1
in7=index('ACGT',seq(i+6))-1
jn=(4096*in1)+(1024*in2)+(256*in3)+(64*in4)+(16*in5)+(4*in6)+in7
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_07mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a7,",",i20)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ng7c

Eightmer
program ng8c
implicit none
parameter(nm=65536,nd=8)
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,in6,in7,in8,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*8 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
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do n=1,4
do o=1,4
do p=1,4
jn=(16384*(i-1))+(4096*(j-1))+(1024*(k-1))+(256*(l-1))+(64*(m-1))+(16*(n-1))+(4*(o-1))+(p1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)//ab(n)//ab(o)//ab(p)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.5) then
nb=nb-5
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.6) then
nb=nb-6
else if(mod(nb,nd).eq.7) then
nb=nb-7
end if
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
in6=index('ACGT',seq(i+5))-1
in7=index('ACGT',seq(i+6))-1
in8=index('ACGT',seq(i+7))-1
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jn=(16384*in1)+(4096*in2)+(1024*in3)+(256*in4)+(64*in5)+(16*in6)+(4*in7)+in8
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_08mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a8,",",i25)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ng8c

Ninemer

program ng9c
implicit none
parameter(nm=262144,nd=9)
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,in6,in7,in8,in9,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*9 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
do n=1,4
do o=1,4
do p=1,4
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do q=1,4
jn=(65536*(i-1))+(16384*(j-1))+(4096*(k-1))+(1024*(l-1))+(256*(m-1))+(64*(n-1))+(16*(o1))+(4*(p-1))+(q-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)//ab(n)//ab(o)//ab(p)//ab(q)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.5) then
nb=nb-5
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.6) then
nb=nb-6
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.7) then
nb=nb-7
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.8) then
nb=nb-8
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
in6=index('ACGT',seq(i+5))-1
in7=index('ACGT',seq(i+6))-1
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in8=index('ACGT',seq(i+7))-1
in9=index('ACGT',seq(i+8))-1
jn=(65536*in1)+(16384*in2)+(4096*in3)+(1024*in4)+(256*in5)+(64*in6)+(16*in7)+(4*in8)+i
n9
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_09mer.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm
write(1,'(i20,",",a9,",",i25)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
end program ng9c

Tenmer
program ng10c
implicit none
parameter(nm=1048576,nd=10)
integer i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,in1,in2,in3,in4,in5,in6,in7,in8,in9,in0,nbase(nm),jn,nb,nm,ns,nd,ip
character*1 seq(101),ab(4)
character*10 di(nm)
character*14 filein
write(*,'("Input the file name.")')
read(*,*) filein
ip=scan(filein,' ')
open (unit=1,file=filein(:ip-1)//'_Screen.seq')
ab(1)='A'
ab(2)='C'
ab(3)='G'
ab(4)='T'
do i=1,4
do j=1,4
do k=1,4
do l=1,4
do m=1,4
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do n=1,4
do o=1,4
do p=1,4
do q=1,4
do r=1,4
jn=(262144*(i-1))+(65536*(j-1))+(16384*(k-1))+(4096*(l-1))+(1024*(m-1))+(256*(n1))+(64*(o-1))+(16*(p-1))+(4*(q-1))+(r-1)
di(jn+1)=ab(i)//ab(j)//ab(k)//ab(l)//ab(m)//ab(n)//ab(o)//ab(p)//ab(q)//ab(r)
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
end do
nbase=0
ns=0
50 read (1,*,end=100) nb
read (1,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
ns=ns+1
if(mod(ns,1000000).eq. 0) print *,'seq = ',ns
!write (*,'(101a1)')(seq(i),i=1,nb)
!pause
if(mod(nb,nd).eq.1) then
nb=nb-1
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.2) then
nb=nb-2
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.3) then
nb=nb-3
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.4) then
nb=nb-4
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.5) then
nb=nb-5
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.6) then
nb=nb-6
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.7) then
nb=nb-7
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.8) then
nb=nb-8
elseif(mod(nb,nd).eq.9) then
nb=nb-9
endif
do i=1,nb,nd
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in1=index('ACGT',seq(i))-1
in2=index('ACGT',seq(i+1))-1
in3=index('ACGT',seq(i+2))-1
in4=index('ACGT',seq(i+3))-1
in5=index('ACGT',seq(i+4))-1
in6=index('ACGT',seq(i+5))-1
in7=index('ACGT',seq(i+6))-1
in8=index('ACGT',seq(i+7))-1
in9=index('ACGT',seq(i+8))-1
in0=index('ACGT',seq(i+9))-1
jn=(262144*in1)+(65536*in2)+(16384*in3)+(4096*in4)+(1024*in5)+(256*in6)+(64*in7)+(16*
in8)+(4*in9)+in0
! print *,in1,in2,in3,jn
! pause
nbase(jn+1)=nbase(jn+1)+1
end do
!write *, nbase(jn+1)
!pause
goto 50
100 close(unit=1)
open(unit=1,file='NG_10mer_1.csv')
write(1,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=1,nm/2
write(1,'(i20,",",a10,",",i30)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=1)
open(unit=2,file='NG_10mer_2.csv')
write(2,'("Index,Seq,Counts")')
do i=(nm/2)+1,nm
write(2,'(i20,",",a10,",",i30)') i,di(i),nbase(i)
end do
close(unit=2)
end program ng10c

StandardDev
program standarddev
implicit none
parameter (nm=1048576, nd=10)
real asum1,asum2,asumsq1,asum1x,asum2x,variance,deviation,freq1(1048576),freq2(1048576)
real diff(1048576),add(1048576),mean(1048576),residual(1048576)
integer n,nm,nd,i,j,k
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integer
isize,ic1(1048576),ic2(1048576),idx1(1048576),idx2(1048576),irk1(1048576),irk2(1048576)
character*2 arr(6),seq02(16),mer(10)
character*3 seq03(64)
character*4 seq04(256)
character*5 seq05(1024)
character*6 seq06(4096)
character*7 seq07(16384)
character*8 seq08(65536)
character*9 seq09(262144)
!character*10 seq10(64)
arr(1)='AR'
arr(2)='PP'
arr(3)='ST'
arr(4)='CH'
arr(5)='TL'
arr(6)='PX'
mer(2)='02'
mer(3)='03'
mer(4)='04'
mer(5)='05'
mer(6)='06'
mer(7)='07'
mer(8)='08'
mer(9)='09'
mer(10)='10'
write(*,'("How many nucleotides?")')
read(*,*)n
isize=4**n
do i=1,5
select case(n)
case(2)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_02mer.csv')
case(3)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_03mer.csv')
case(4)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_04mer.csv')
case(5)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_05mer.csv')
case(6)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_06mer.csv')
case(7)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_07mer.csv')
case(8)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_08mer.csv')
case(9)
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open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_09mer.csv')
case(10)
open(unit=1,file=arr(i)//'_NG_10mer_1.csv')
open(unit=2,file=arr(i)//'_NG_10mer_2.csv')
end select
read(1,'(1x)')
!if case(10) then
!read(2,'(1x)')
!end if
print *, isize
!pause
do k=1,isize
select case(n)
case(2)
read(1,'(21x,a2,1x,i20)')seq02(k),ic1(k)
case(3)
read(1,'(21x,a3,1x,i20)')seq03(k),ic1(k)
case(4)
read(1,'(21x,a4,1x,i20)')seq04(k),ic1(k)
case(5)
read(1,'(21x,a5,1x,i20)')seq05(k),ic1(k)
case(6)
read(1,'(21x,a6,1x,i20)')seq06(k),ic1(k)
case(7)
read(1,'(21x,a7,1x,i20)')seq07(k),ic1(k)
case(8)
read(1,'(21x,a8,1x,i30)')seq08(k),ic1(k)
case(9)
read(1,'(21x,a9,1x,i30)')seq09(k),ic1(k)
!case(10)
! read(1,'(21x,a10,1x,i20)')seq01(k),ic1(k)
! read(2,'(21x,a10,1x,i20)')seq01(k),ic1(k)
end select
end do
close(unit=1)
do k=1,isize
!print *,seq09(k),ic1(k)
end do
!pause
!if case(10)then
!close(unit=2)
!end if
asum1=0
do k=1,isize
asum1=asum1+float(ic1(k))
end do
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do k=1,isize
freq1(k)=float(ic1(k))/asum1
end do
call indexx(isize,freq1,idx1)
call rank(isize,idx1,irk1)
do j=i+1,6
select case(n)
case(2)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_02mer.csv')
case(3)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_03mer.csv')
case(4)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_04mer.csv')
case(5)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_05mer.csv')
case(6)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_06mer.csv')
case(7)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_07mer.csv')
case(8)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_08mer.csv')
case(9)
open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_09mer.csv')
! case(10)
! open(unit=3,file=arr(j)//'_NG_10mer_1.csv')
! open(unit=4,file=arr(j)//'_NG_10mer_2.csv')
end select
read(3,'(1x)')
!if case(10) then
!read(4,'(1x)')
!end if
do k=1,isize
select case(n)
case(2)
read(3,'(21x,a2,1x,i20)')seq02(k),ic2(k)
case(3)
read(3,'(21x,a3,1x,i20)')seq03(k),ic2(k)
case(4)
read(3,'(21x,a4,1x,i20)')seq04(k),ic2(k)
case(5)
read(3,'(21x,a5,1x,i20)')seq05(k),ic2(k)
case(6)
read(3,'(21x,a6,1x,i20)')seq06(k),ic2(k)
case(7)
read(3,'(21x,a7,1x,i20)')seq07(k),ic2(k)
case(8)
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read(3,'(21x,a8,1x,i20)')seq08(k),ic2(k)
case(9)
read(3,'(21x,a9,1x,i20)')seq09(k),ic2(k)
!case(10)
! read(3,'(21x,a10,1x,i20)')seq10(k),ic2(k)
! read(4,'(21x,a10,1x,i20)')seq02(k),ic2(k)
end select
end do
close(unit=3)
!if case(10) then
!close(unit=4)
!end if
asum2=0
do k=1,isize
asum2=asum2+float(ic2(k))
end do
do k=1,isize
freq2(k)=float(ic2(k))/asum2
end do
call indexx(isize,freq2,idx2)
call rank(isize,idx2,irk2)
diff=0
do k=1,isize
diff(k)=float(irk1(k)-irk2(k))
end do
add=0
do k=1,isize
add=add+diff(k)
end do
mean=add/(float(isize))
asum1x=0
do k=1,isize
asum1x=asum1x+(diff(k)**2)
end do
asumsq1=0
do k=1,isize
asumsq1=asumsq1+(diff(k))
end do
asum2x=((asumsq1)**2)
variance=(((asum1x-(asum2x/float(isize))))/float(isize-1))
deviation=sqrt(variance)
!print *,(variance,deviation)
open(unit=6,file=arr(i)//'_'//arr(j)//'_NG'//mer(n)//'merResidual.csv')
write(6,'("Seq,Index1,Rank1,Index2,Rank2,Residual")')
do k=1,isize
residual=(diff(k)-mean)/(sqrt(deviation))
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! print *,(residual(k))
if(residual(k)>2.or.residual(k)<-2) then
select case(n)
case(2)
write(6,'(2(a2,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq02(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(3)
write(6,'(2(a3,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq03(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(4)
write(6,'(2(a4,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq04(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(5)
write(6,'(2(a5,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq05(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(6)
write(6,'(2(a6,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq06(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(7)
write(6,'(2(a7,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq07(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(8)
write(6,'(2(a8,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq08(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
case(9)
write(6,'(2(a9,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq09(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),res
idual(k)
! case(10)
!write(6,'(2(a10,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",i30,",",f20.3))')seq10(k),idx1(k),irk1(k),idx2(k),irk2(k),r
esidual(k)
end select
end if
end do
close(unit=6)
end do
end do
end program standarddev
SUBROUTINE indexx(n,arr,indx)
IMPLICIT NONE
INTEGER n,indx(n),M,NSTACK
REAL arr(n)
PARAMETER (M=7,NSTACK=50)
INTEGER w,indxt,ir,itemp,x,jstack,y,l,istack(NSTACK)
REAL a
do 11 x=1,n
indx(x)=x
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11 continue
jstack=0
l=1
ir=n
1 if(ir-l.lt.M)then
do 13 x=l+1,ir
indxt=indx(x)
a=arr(indxt)
do 12 w=x-1,l,-1
if(arr(indx(w)).le.a)goto 2
indx(w+1)=indx(w)
12 continue
w=l-1
2 indx(w+1)=indxt
13 continue
if(jstack.eq.0)return
ir=istack(jstack)
l=istack(jstack-1)
jstack=jstack-2
else
y=(l+ir)/2
itemp=indx(y)
indx(y)=indx(l+1)
indx(l+1)=itemp
if(arr(indx(l)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then
itemp=indx(l)
indx(l)=indx(ir)
indx(ir)=itemp
endif
if(arr(indx(l+1)).gt.arr(indx(ir)))then
itemp=indx(l+1)
indx(l+1)=indx(ir)
indx(ir)=itemp
endif
if(arr(indx(l)).gt.arr(indx(l+1)))then
itemp=indx(l)
indx(l)=indx(l+1)
indx(l+1)=itemp
endif
w=l+1
x=ir
indxt=indx(l+1)
a=arr(indxt)
3 continue
w=w+1
if(arr(indx(w)).lt.a)goto 3
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4 continue
x=x-1
if(arr(indx(x)).gt.a)goto 4
if(x.lt.w)goto 5
itemp=indx(w)
indx(w)=indx(x)
indx(x)=itemp
goto 3
5 indx(l+1)=indx(x)
indx(x)=indxt
jstack=jstack+2
if(jstack.gt.NSTACK)pause 'NSTACK too small in indexx'
if(ir-w+1.ge.x-l)then
istack(jstack)=ir
istack(jstack-1)=w
ir=x-1
else
istack(jstack)=x-1
istack(jstack-1)=l
l=w
endif
endif
goto 1
END SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE rank(n,indx,irank)
INTEGER n,indx(n),irank(n)
INTEGER j
do 11 j=1,n
irank(indx(j))=j
11 continue
return
END
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